ABSTRACT

The rapid growth of technology coupled with the tightened development time and production cost constraints have imposed a tremendous pressure and desire for software enterprises to create new and innovative designs to respond to a rapidly changing business environment. Enterprises must invest in building stable architectures that can be ready to be adapted in many different ways to meet the new challenges. These kinds of architectures are called architectures on demand as they can be adapted accordingly to meet the future requirements and changes in the system. The primarily focus of this tutorial is to show how software stability concepts are used to develop on-demand architectures.

The tutorial focuses on three key aspects: (1) Enduring Business Themes (EBTs) or business goals and transformations which we call stable analysis patterns, (2) Business Objects (BOs) or business process design which we call stable design patterns, and (3) Industrial Objects (IOs) or application objects. Both EBTs and BOs form a stable core, and hence, provide architectures on demand for any domain. We call these architectures, stable architectural patterns.

Our approach is based on an iteratively refined framework that we call it “software stability model” which consisting of three major phases:

1. **Enduring Business Themes (EBTs)** that represent the goals of the business and govern the business transformation. We also call them “Stable Analysis Patterns”. Their impact on business design includes a technique for dividing an enterprise into self-contained business components in order to identify opportunities for innovation and improvement, and prioritize business transformation activities. These components may span a single department of an enterprise, multiple departments inside an enterprise or an ecosystem of partner enterprises. This will be achieved through the external adaptation of stable analysis patterns.

2. **Business Objects (BOs)** that are the capabilities or the work-horses of the enterprise. BOs are called “Stable Design Patterns”. This contains the workflow of the business, business process design and infrastructure; such as hooks, a gang of four patterns, and similar
concepts. BOs focus on the operational aspects of business transformation. They seek to design and implement flexible processes that integrate cross-divisional and cross-enterprise processes as well as core process activities. BOs are key to business and support processes such as finance and human resources. Flexibility is realized by separating business logic, application logic and data management in order to improve the time take to evaluate the new or modified processes. This phase focus only on the business logic and has extension points called hooks.

3. Industrial Objects (IOs) that represent the application logic. The application logic can benefit from standards-based virtualization, automation and integration technologies through hooks that are offered by the on demand-operating environment. Such technologies enable the alignment of IT processes with business priorities, improve asset utilization and reduce the total cost of ownership of the infrastructure through the instantiation of many applications using the architecture on demand concept.

EBTs and BOs are stable software patterns and a combination of EBTs and BOs form the core knowledge for a given domain. The core knowledge for any domain is called a Stable Architectural pattern that can be extended and adapted through hooks. The quality of stable architectural patterns creates competitive advantages through differentiation and productivity. It also integrates partners in order to increase adaptive capabilities.

The tutorial answers the following questions:
1. How can we achieve software stability over time and extend the life span of software products in any domain?
2. How can we build a stable architecture that can be adapted on-demand to meet future changes and evolving technologies?
3. What are the relationships between software architecture and software that has been stable over time?
4. What are the relationships between software that has been stable over time and business objects?
5. How does one build timeless architectures for any field of knowledge?

The tutorial also discusses several issues related to building systems from patterns. This tutorial answers the following questions: 1. Are the various claims related to building any system from patterns stand? 2. What do we mean when we say “systems of patterns”? 3. What are the various claims related to patterns composition, are they true? 4. If you would like to build a system from patterns, how do you select patterns? 5. What kind of patterns does one select for building your system from patterns? 6. How do you compose patterns? 7. Are there any guidelines for patterns composition? 8. What other ways will help you build any system from patterns?
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THEME ISSUES (GUEST EDITOR)


A DESCRIPTION OF TEACHING METHODS: WILL THE COURSE CONSIST OF PRESENTATIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS, GROUP WORK, DISCUSSION, ETC. OR A COMBINATION?

A combination. In addition, course participants will form teams and be involved in hands-on design sessions lasting 30 minutes to one hour each. A half-day tutorial will have one design session and a full-day tutorial will have two design sessions and a three-day seminar will have 6 design sessions.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

This tutorial is targeted both at computer and software researchers, pattern researchers and users, framework developers, and computer professionals. A short overview on current trends on software stability and creation of architecture on demand for any domain will be given as an introduction. The presentation will then focus on defining the various constituents of these two amazing subjects. These definitions will first take the form of enduring concepts, and their properties in a targeted domain, and then be transformed as Stable Software Patterns. Although the ability to understand basic object-oriented concepts, software engineering principles, software modeling techniques, (OMT, UML, or any object-oriented method) and software architecture would be of great help when observing the realization of Stable Software Patterns, no particular knowledge will be needed in order to follow the conceptual and/or theoretical developments.
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When and Where was it given?

- Several local, national and international companies and universities. The most recent two are:


(Please check tutorial, seminars, and courses).